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Interest in economics is at an all-time high. Among the challenges facing the nation is
an economy with rapidly rising unemployment, failures of major businesses and
industries, and continued dependence on oil with its wildly fluctuating price. Economists
have dealt with such questions for generations, but they have taken on new meaning
and significance. Tackling these questions and encompassing analysis of traditional
economic theory and topics as well as those that economists have only more recently
addressed, 21st Century Economics: A Reference Handbook is a must-have reference
resource. Key Features Provides highly readable summaries of theory and models in
key areas of micro and macroeconomics, helpful for students trying to get a "big
picture" sense of the field Includes introductions to relevant theory as well as empirical
evidence, useful for readers interested in learning about economic analysis of an issue
as well for students embarking on research projects Features chapters focused on
cutting-edge topics with appeal for economists seeking to learn about extensions of
analysis into new areas as well as new approaches Presents models in graphical
format and summarizes empirical evidence in ways that do not require much
background in statistics or econometrics, so as to maximize accessibility to students
Recounts the private life and public career of the labor leader who is remembered for
his populist touch with the rank-in-file, his brushes with the law, and his mysterious
disappearance
First multi-year cumulation covers six years: 1965-70.
Vols. for 1950-19 contained treaties and international agreements issued by the Secretary of
State as United States treaties and other international agreements.
Good police officers are often promoted into supervisory positions with little or no training for
what makes a good manager. Effective Police Supervision is a core text used in college-level
classes on supervisory practices in criminal justice. This popular book combines behavioral
theory with case studies that allow the reader to identify and resolve personal and
organizational problems. It provides readers with an understanding of group behaviors and
organizational dynamics, with a focus on effectiveness as well as proficiency, and on how a
supervisor can help to create an effective organization. This book is also a vital tool in the
preparation of police officers for promotional exams. Each chapter includes important key
terms and opens with a case study to illustrate important concepts New material has been
added throughout the textbook on police accountability, police involvement with news media,
dealing with social media, and avoiding scandals Used nationwide for police promotional
exams A study guide including learning objectives, key terms, chapter summaries, and review
questions is available for purchase (ISBN: 9780323280044)

Labor Relations, 13/e, the most accurate, readable, timely, and valuable book of its kind
on the market, provides readers with a basic understanding of unionism in its natural
habitat and a fundamental appreciation of the union-management process. It focuses
on the negotiation and administration of labor agreements, and emphasizes the more
significant bargaining issues. The 13th edition includes new material and an extensively
revised and updated bibliography.For vice-presidents and directors of labor relations,
union presidents, and others who are full-time labor-management professionals for
either managements or unions.
Market leading text features comprehensive coverage, 10 new arbitration cases and an
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in text mock negotiation exercise.
The author outlines the arguments put forward with regard to the potential effects of a
reduction in working time in industrialized market economy countries. She examines the
implications of such a reduction in working time for the individual, the establishment and
the community as a whole.

Outstanding first-line supervisors are essential to the success of any law
enforcement agency, yet many officers lack the supervision training necessary to
excel. Effective Police Supervision immerses readers in the group behaviors and
organizational dynamics supervisors must master in order to lead their teams and
to help create an effective police department. Combining behavioral theory and
updated case studies, this core text, now in its eighth edition, is a vital tool for all
college students pursuing criminal justice courses on supervisory practices, as
well as police officers preparing for promotional exams.
Written for both professionals and students, Essentials of Public Health
Management is a practical, nontheoretical reference that will prepare the reader
for the hands-on management and daily operations of a complex public health
department or agency.
Contains the text of the Equal Pay (Amendment) Regulations 1983, and the
Industrial Tribunals (Rules of Procedure) (Equal Value Amendment) Regulations
1983.
In an age of rampant xenophobia and the nativist imperative to undo globalization for a return
to a bygone, “purer” age, can patently modern identities indefinitely sustain their messages of
inclusion and equality? This volume serves to answer this and other pressing existential
questions by tracing the development of the Caymanian people from the colonial era into our
modern globalized, multicultural age. The emergence of Caymanian nationalism is extensively
analyzed and confirmed as a phenomenon that was preceded by fragmented Caymanian
identities informed by issues of race and class. Despite this, the native Caymanian people
were able to successfully jettison their race-thinking, and in so doing, began to see themselves
as members of a singular nationality. This notion of national and cultural solidarity, as this book
details, has become a vexing issue, and is now being duly tested given the astonishing
numbers of immigrants in Cayman, many of whom are keen to become Caymanians
themselves.
In his highly regarded new book, Paul Antonellis -— fire service veteran, training/education
consultant, instructor, author -— explores the aspects of labour relations that are intertwined
with human resource management in today’s fire service organisations.
Intended as a text for college-level fire service programs, Labor Relations for the Fire Service
meets USFA’s FESHE requirement for the Personnel Management for the Fire and Emergency
Services course.
Appropriate for introductory management courses in Canadian colleges and universities.
Written in an accessible, conversational style, Management takes a global approach to the
subject. Profiles Canadian managers, contains Canadian examples and cases throughout.
New topics have been added to this edition, including information technology, the "greening" of
management, project management, broadbanding compensation, visionary leadership, trust,
ISO 9000, learning organizations, core competencies, autonomous internal units, skill-based
pay plans, team leadership, and customer-driven operations. This edition continues to offer
outstanding pedagogy, with the addition of a "Testing...Testing" feature that tests student
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comprehension throughout the text rather than simply at the end of each chapter. The
"Thinking Critically About Ethics" feature highlights ethical issues throughout each chapter. In
addition, the overall book length has been reduced by condensing and streamlining the text
material.
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